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Key ideas
◆ The EQF aims to relate different countries' national 

qualifications systems to a common European 
reference framework.

◆ Core of the EQF concerns eight reference levels 
describing what a learner knows, understands and is 
able to do – 'learning outcomes'.

◆ Easier comparison: transparency and synergies
◆ Include non-formal and informal learning
◆ Lifelong Learning
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EQF, NQF and individual qualifications

◆ Each country has very different qualifications
◆ within sectors, esp with nonformal qualifications 5



Great challenge
◆ Proper referencing: Assignment of qualificational

profiles to the individual levels according to 
comparable principles

◆ Or: How EQF can cover all types of qualifications?
◆ Starting point: A mere description in EQF terms cannot 

dispel any doubts about the real value of a 
qualification: the EQF as such does not deliver enough 
criteria for assessment and comparison of qualifications

◆ NQF and especially SQF may help
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NQF – What it is
◆ NQF is an instrument for the development, 

classification and recognition of skills, 
knowledge and competencies along a 
continuum of agreed levels. 

◆ It is a way of structuring existing and new 
qualifications with two components
– Set of ‘levels’ of learning to be achieved
– Quality assurance
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NQF and policy goals
◆ The value of an NQF lies in its potential to 

contribute to policy goals 
– Best start with clear policy goals/rationale
– Relate design to goals and context 
– Unhelpful to think of the NQF as an entity with 

fixed or universal characteristics
– Important that there is a real problem or need! It is 

highly counter-productive to impose ‘solutions’ 
where a problem does not exist.

◆ Quite different goals in EU countries
9



Different foci in different countries
◆ rectify the poor credibility and quality of 

existing qualifications and training 
programmes (Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, 
Ghana, South Africa)

◆ lack of coherence and the rather fragmented 
nature of the qualifications system (e.g. GB)

◆ creation of a regional common labour market 
also created an impetus to modify national 
qualification systems by taking account of 
regional comparability (e.g. EU) 10



Related developments in EU

◆ the Europass documentation system,
◆ the credit points instruments ECTS 

und ECVET2
◆ quality assurance instruments
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NQF vs. EQF
◆ NQF depend on 

national policy
goals

◆ 10 agreed upon 
referencing criteria

◆ Including non-
formal and 
informal learning 
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Challenge: 
Non-formal and informal learning
◆ Non-formal: extern to formal edu. system

– Intentional, Organised
– Huge variety

◆ Informal: in many cases without cleary
specified educational goal
– Often neither intentional nor orgnized
– Almost infinite variety
– E.g. health industry

◆ Identification and documentation?
13



German NQF structure

◆ Quite common structure
◆ But two categories of „competence“
◆ Not quite clear between „Bildung“ and

„Ausbildung“ 14



GQF Level 5
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GQF Level 6
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GQF: Referencing
Overview of allocations

◆ Allocates most
commonly used
formal
qualifications

◆ Germany 
developed a 
detailed EQF 
Referencing
report
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DQR documents in Germany 

◆ Handbook DQR
Aug. 2013
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◆ DQR Referencing
Report May 2013
230 pages



Example
EQF 5

◆ Other examples
for even higher
level are
available, e.g.

◆ Strategic 
Professional: 
Computer 
Scientist 
(Certified), EQF 7
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Sectoral qualification Frameworks (SQF)

◆ A SQF covers qualifications for –
sometimes even required for - professional 
activities of relevance to a sector of 
economic activity.

◆ In principle, sectoral frameworks may be 
overarching (covering several systems) or 
system specific.

◆ Important in testing implementability of
NQF/EQF
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Sectoral QF and NQF
◆ In order to pilot the GQF, qualifications from 

the four selected occupational fields and were 
set in relation to one another across 
educational fields
– health
– trade and commerce
– IT
– metal/electrical.
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More SQF Pilots
◆ Diverse industries: Music, sports, hirdressing, 

automotive, construction, financial advisary, 
retail trade, food, …

◆ Two approaches to SQF formulations: 
– based on competence (e.g. automotive and 

financial, Learning objectives (LO) in terms of 
performance expectations of employers)

– based on qualifications (e.g. construction and 
personal services, LO providing evidence of the 
individual’s capacity to meet these expect. 
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Linking: How and why
◆ EQF Advisory Group reports  on sectors, 

largely based on EQF pilot projects, considers 
reasons
– why sector based organizations may seek "linking" 

their qualifications or not
– and how this could be done, via NQFs or directly

◆ Some sectors are in a „ parallel universe“
– Sea transport
– Aircraft maintenance
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Approaches to linking
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Example: using the EQF to link to 
the NQFs
◆ Personal services (hairdressing)
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Example: soft direct linkage
◆ Soft direct linkage: European Foundation 

Certificate in Banking (EFCB). Two main 
elements: 
– Standard Examination Model (SEM) and
– Accreditation Model (AM).
– Educational institutes need accreditation to be

allowed to conduct teaching and eximination
– It is checked if claim of equivalence is acceptable
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Example:
Development of IT SQF in Germany
◆ Creation of working of about 25 

representatives of stakeholder – low university
presence

◆ Attacked 19 qulification profiles
◆ Sub-groups for each qulification of 3-5 

persons, mixed backgrounds
◆ Analysis based on availbalbe documentation
◆ Test bed for the GQF  
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Example for Level 3

◆ Base description in SQF report
◆ Detailed tables in Appendix -> pdf
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General findings
◆ Documentation mostly not in terms of learning

outcomes
◆ Not sufficiently defined notions in documentation as

well as GQF is a major problem, clear notions need to
be developed

◆ Difficult communication between sub-groups; all 
teams need to be build with experts from different 
areas to overcome problems in taxonomie

◆ Results are therefore considered as preliminary and
not yet suitable for final classication
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Judgement of the matrix
◆ Sticking to categories and definitions important
◆ Differencing between levels difficult, semantic not always clear, 

especialy with competencies
◆ Partial, non- and informal qualifications are not reflected
◆ No equidistance between levels stated
◆ GQF to much vacationally oriented, specifica of academic work

not properly reflected
◆ Descriptions to abstract
◆ Universities recommend to use different descriptors for

academic and vocational training
◆ Accumulation of degrees not properly reflected
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NQF as policy reform tool
◆ Reforming national qualifications systems is at 

the top of the reform agenda of EU member 
states, using NQFs as a policy tool for reform.

◆ Reform of national qualifications systems 
cannot be pursued in isolation, but instead 
should be part of the wider reforms of a 
country’s education and training systems 

EUROPEAN TRAINING FOUNDATION (ETF) 2010
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Frameworks and politics
◆ Frameworks do have political implications

– Universities vs. Fachhochschule
– Right to grant Doctoral degrees
– No 9. Level in NQF (Habilitation), unlike Kazakstan
– Status of non-university degrees like Meister, Techniker
– Right to access further levels of education
– Correspondance to salary tarif levels
– Freedom of teaching and research
– Disagreement of the level of „Abitur“

◆ Who will decide?
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Who are the relevant stakeholders?

◆ EU parliament „development of 
individuals, competitiveness, employment 
and social cohesion in the Community “

◆ Currently I observe strong focus on 
employability

◆ Need to clarify relation between „Bildung“ 
and „Ausbildung“
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Do we use proper notions in 
modeling?

◆ In natural sciences, notions are ultimately
(well) defined by measurement procedures

◆ I do not see such a procedure emerging for
notions like „learning outcomes“, ECTS 
etc, but danger to „fill the gab“ politically
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Promote long term view!
◆ Most important are long term qualifications

which are not easily maesureable, e.g. by exam
◆ Measurement procedures may (will!) influence

outcome
◆ Ignore short term aspects of labor markets
◆ Promote long term view also in the structure of

examinations: Few substantial, large modul
exams are better than many small ones
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Thank you very much for your attention
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